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ABSTRACT




Dr. Dieudonné D. Phanord, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Vice Provost fo r Educational Outreach 
Founding Director o f the Center o f Atmospheric, Oceanic &  Space Sciences 
Professor o f Mathematical Sciences 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
A one-speed Boltzmann transport theory, w ith diffusion approximations, is applied to 
study the radiative transfer properties o f lightning in  optically thick thunder clouds. The 
cloud is modeled in terms o f spherical geometry and studies on the effects o f multiple 
scattering are considered. Mathematically, the cloud is composed o f a homogeneous 
distribution o f spherical water droplets. Computationally, the cloud is treated as a nuclear 
reactor, w ith photons replaced by neutrons. D iffusion techniques common in nuclear 
reactor analyses are applied as in  [1]. Relevant numerical techniques w ill be used to 
simulate the cloud. Results fo r the obtained intensity distribution w ill be compared to 
those obtained in [1].
I l l
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
It is like ly that lightning was present on Earth long before life  evolved on our planet 
about three b illion  years ago. Further, it  is like ly that lightning played a role in  producing 
organic molecules necessary for the formation o f every life  form (Oparin 1938, Section 
15.9 [2]). Encounters o f early humans w ith lightning were undoubtedly frightening and 
fascinating. A ll ancient civilizations incorporated lightning and thunder in their religious 
belief systems. W âhlin (1986) [3], Uman (1987) [4], Prinz (1977) [5], and Schonland 
(1964) [6], have reviewed mythological views o f lightning in different cultures.
The observation o f lightning has been an important part o f the history o f humankind, 
undoubtedly because o f the impressive and dangerous nature o f the phenomenon. 
Through the years, lightning has been a major concern for a diverse segment o f the 
engineering and scientific communities. The role o f lightning w ithin meteorology has 
recently gained even greater interest. A  major reason is the availability o f lightning 
ground strike locating data that are accessible in real time, that cover large areas, and are 
sufficiently accurate to be a useful adjunct to radar, satellite, and other data.
1.1 General information about lightning 
Lightning: Probably the most common side effect of storms, the most 
photographed, and possibly the most dangerous to a storm chaser. You can get out from
1
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under a storm, you can out-maneuver its core, but i f  you can see the storm, the lightning 
can "see" you.
It can be defined as a transient, high-current electric discharge that occurs in the 
atmospheres o f the Earth and other planets and that has a total path length on the order o f 
kilometers. Most lightning is produced by thunderclouds, and well over ha lf o f all 
discharges occur w ithin the cloud (Krider, E. P., 1986 [7]).
Lightning is a leading cause o f outages in telecommunication systems and electric 
power. It is also a major source o f interference in many types o f radio communications. 
These effects o f lightning on advanced spacecraft, nuclear power plants, and complicated 
m ilitary systems are problems o f increasing concern (Krider, E. P., 1986 [7]).
Despite its many deleterious effects, lightning has some unique benefits. The 
chemical effects o f lightning may have played an important role in  the prebiotic synthesis 
o f amino acids, and today lightning is s till an important source o f fixed nitrogen (a 
natural fertilizer), and other nonequilibrium trace gases in the atmosphere (Krider, E. P., 
1986 [7], Chameides, W. L. (1986) [8]). Also, lightning-caused fires have long 
influenced the dynamics o f forest ecosystems throughout the world. The electromagnetic 
fields that are radiated by lightning can be used to study the physics o f radio propagation 
and have been used for many years in geophysical prospecting. Moreover, lightning- 
caused “ whistlers”  are s till employed to study the characteristics o f the ionosphere and 
magnetosphere. Lightning plays an important role in  maintaining an electric charge on 
the earth and is therefore an important component o f the global electric circuit (Krider, E. 
P., 1986 [6], Roble R. G. and Tzur Israel, (1986), [9]). It is therefore obvious that an 
understanding o f the physics o f lightning is crucial to obtain further insight into our
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
geophysical environment, and to provide optimum protection from the hazards o f 
lightning.
1.2 Formation o f lightning
Lightning occurs when some region o f the atmosphere attains an electric charge 
sufficiently large so that the electric fields associated w ith the charge cause electrical 
breakdown o f the air. As mentioned earlier, the most common producer o f lightning is the 
thundercloud (cumulonimbus). However, lightning also occurs in snow storms, 
sandstorms, and in the clouds over erupting volcanoes (Uman, 1969 [10]). The book 
written by [10] is exclusively concerned w ith the production o f lightning by 
thunderclouds. Thunderclouds are usually formed in the atmosphere w ith cold, dense air 
aloft and warm moist air at low levels. The warm air at low levels rises in strong updrafts 
to form clouds, and the cold air aloft descends. Such atmospheric conditions occur, for 
example, when cold polar air masses overrun regions o f warmer air or when the earth is 
strongly heated by the sun and transfers its heat to the air o f the lower atmosphere 
(Uman, 1969[10]). W ithin any typical thundercloud there is a turm oil o f wind, water, and 
ice in the presence o f a gravitational fie ld  and a temperature gradient. Out o f the 
interactions o f these elements emerge the charged regions o f the thundercloud.
As the particles o f a thundercloud interact w ith each other via turbulence, the larger, 
heavier ones become negatively charged and are carried to the bottom layer by gravity 
and downdrafts, while the smaller, lighter particles become positively charged and are 
carried to the top o f the thundercloud by updrafts. Therefore, fo r a typical thundercloud, 
the upper part o f the thundercloud carries a net positive charge while the lower part o f the
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thundercloud carries a net negative charge. Thus, the main charge structure o f the 
thundercloud is that o f an electric dipole. As the differential builds up, so does the 
potential for a discharge. The discharge between these two oppositely charged areas is 
what we call lightning.
1.3 Types o f lightning 
Lightning is referred to by various names by scientists and the public due to the 
particular characteristics at lightning strikes take on. In most nonseientific literature, the 
use o f diverse, nonspecific, and even contradictory terms is common. Lightning flash for 
example, is considered to be the entire lightning event. The term discharge is often and 
can be used interchangeably w ith flash. There are two basic types o f lightning: cloud 
flashes and ground flashes. The apparent difference between the two is that a cloud flash 
does not strike the Earth. The term cloud-to-ground flash (equivalent term for ground 
flash) is frequently used for those flashes that do strike the Earth.
1.3.1 Types o f cloud flashes 
Types o f cloud flashes include intra-cloud, cloud-to-cloud, cloud-to-air, and inter­
cloud. An intra-cloud flash, the most common type o f lightning, is a discharge w ithin the 
cloud. This usually occurs between oppositely charged centers w ithin the same cloud. As 
the name implies, cloud-to-cloud lightning is a discharge between two separate clouds. 
Cloud-to-air (an air discharge) is a cloud flash w ith viewable channels that propagate out 
into the air around the storm, but do not strike the ground. Inter-cloud lightning, as the 
name indicates, occurs between charge centers in two different clouds w ith the discharge 
bridging a gap o f clear air between them. The in itia l breakdown and propagation are
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sim ilar fo r intra-cloud lightning, but the discharge generally occurs between regions o f 
opposite charge.
Other terms often found in nonseientific publications include sheet, heat, and rocket 
lightning. Schonland (1964) [6], portrayed sheet lightning as due to the appearance o f 
lightning embedded w ithin a cloud, which lights up as a sheet o f lum inosity during the 
flash. The related term, heat lightning, comes from the flashes in storms so distant that 
observers cannot see channels to the ground and cannot hear thunder. The reason why it 
is called heat lightning seems to be that such observations are common during the hot 
weather storm season (Uman, 1971 [11]). Rocket lightning is a long air discharge whose 
horizontally propagating channels remind one o f a rocket in flight. The progression 
appears slow, but since channel propagation is greater than or equal to 10 m s"\ it  may be 
that the long distances over which they move make them appear slow (MaeGorman, D. 
R., and Rust, W. D. [12]). But the term rocket lightning is not commonly used. A  newer 
term that appears to label at least part of, i f  not all, rocket lightning is spider lightning 
(Mazur et al., 1994 [13]).
1.3.2 Types o f ground flashes
Cloud-to-ground lightning (the best understood) is a great lightning discharge 
between a cumulonimbus eloud and the ground initiated by a downward-moving leader 
stroke. This is the second most common type o f lightning, and because o f its damaging 
and dangerous nature, it  poses a great threat to life  and property o f a ll known types.
These flashes mcluàe forked lightning, which designates the presence o f branches 
from a nearly vertical channel to the ground (Schonland, 1964 [6]) or multiple channels 
striking the ground. Ground flashes can also take up the form called ribbon lightning
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because the horizontal displacement o f the channel by the wind appears as a series o f 
ribbons (MaeGorman, D. R., and Rust, W. D. [12]). Another term, bead lightning, was 
brought about as a result o f the decaying channel o f a ground flash breaking into a series 
o f bright and dark spots. Ball lightning has been summarized by Uman (1987)[4] as a 
mobile luminous sphere that is associated w ith the location o f the ground strike. It is 
about the size o f an orange or a grapefruit and generally has a lifetim e o f less than five 
seconds. They also come in various colors, the most common being red, yellow, and 
orange.
There are two classes o f categories o f ground flash: natural and artificially initiated 
or triggered. Natural ground flash is the one that occurs naturally because o f 
electrification in the environment and without the help o f any man-made structures or 
intervention. A rtific ia lly  initiated lightning includes strikes to very ta ll structures, 
airplanes, and rockets (MaeGorman, D. R., and Rust, W. D. [12]).
1.3.3 Other types o f lightning 
The follow ing terms are also used to identify lightning: ground to cloud lightning, 
anvil lightning, silent lightning, black lightning, colored lightning, tubular lightning, 
meandering lightning, stratospheric lightning, dry lightning, staccato lightning, positive 
lightning, red sprites, blue jets, and elves. Some identify subcategories, and others arose 
from optical illusions, appearances, or myths.
1.4 Lightning detection 
When it  comes to the detection o f lightning, several investigations require 
observations from as close a vantage point as possible. One way to do this is to look
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inside hostile thunderstorms thoroughly to enable the study o f electrification o f thunder­
storms, but this does not guarantee a close-up encounter w ith lightning. Because o f the 
unpredictability o f when and where lightning w ill strike, close-up measurements are 
d ifficu lt to obtain. Due to this, methods have been developed for the creation o f lightning 
discharges under controlled conditions.
Some o f these methods include the use o f rockets, high-altitude airplanes and 
spacecraft. This technique requires the use o f small sounding rockets connected to long 
copper wires w ith electronic sensors located near the bottom end o f the wire. The wire 
vaporizes when the rocket is struck by lightning. Another method used is the open shutter 
technique to photograph lightning. Here, the camera is pointed toward the thundercloud 
w ith the shutter opened and when lightning strikes in  the dark sky, ligh t falls onto the 
film .
Instruments have also been made to aid in  the detection o f lightning. This includes 
the Optical Transient Detector (OTD), a project that was done at NASA’s Marshall Space 
Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, which detects the changes in an optical scene 
momentarily as an indication o f the occurrence o f lightning. The Lightning Mapper 
Sensor, (LMS), another useful detection instrument, was designed w ith the capabilities o f 
detecting and locating cloud-to-ground and intra-cloud discharges w ith high spatial 
resolution and detection efficiency. LMS has been proposed and is s till waiting to be 
launched. Weather forecasters find it a valuable tool fo r storm nowcasting and the 
issuance o f severe storm warnings. Last, but not the least, is the Lightning Imaging 
Sensor (LIS). This is an instrument on board the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
(TRMM) observatory. Launched in November 1997, TRMM is a space-based system in
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collaboration w ith Japan for measuring tropical rainfall and its variation. The primary 
mission LMS, designed by the GHCC Lightning Team, is to study the distribution and 
variability o f total lightning (intercloud, intracloud, and cloud-to-ground that occurs in 
the tropical regions).
1.5 Safety precautions
Various pamphlets have been published in the past which explain what to do when 
thunderstorms approach. Prinz (1977) [5] recounted some o f these recommendations. 
When inside rooms, it was recommended not to touch anything made o f metal in the likes 
o f stoves, door locks, golden wallpaper and, above all, to put away keys, watches and 
money. People were also advised to discontinue tobacco smoking on a large-scale, move 
to the center o f the room and, i f  a house is not equipped w ith lightning rods, to enter a 
bed suspended from silk strings. Based on the remarks made by Ludwig Christian 
Lichtenberg (1774) o f Gotha, Prinz narrates that in  open places, it  was advised to avoid 
paramount objects such as trees, horses, loaded carts and against stepping under a tree 
because it could safely be said that a man approaching a tree might direct the lightning 
into that tree. Also, elevated places should be avoided as much as possible because man 
is capable o f attracting lightning just like a metal rod.
But in a booklet by Joseph Kraus (1814), in which instmctions were given to the 
general public to protect against lightning strikes, Prinz tells that the safest way o f 
protecting against a flash o f lightning inside a house, it said, was by erecting a lightning 
rod, since this should permit the matter o f thundercloud to flow  down the conductor into 
the ground without even touching a beam o f the house. Those in open fields during a
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storm who would like to live, it  continued, should not look for shelter under a tree 
because the lightning might strike them sooner than anywhere else. Furthermore, horse 
riders were warned, especially i f  they rode fast, that they were in one o f the most 
dangerous situations during a thunderstorm, which they could only escape by 
dismounting and slowly walking beside the horse until the clouds had passed.
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CHAPTER 2
DIFFUSION MODEL FOR LIGHTNING RADIATIVE TRANSFER 
In this chapter, we describe the diffusion model fo r lightning radiative transfer 
obtained using the block geometry as in the work done by Koshak et al., 1994 [1].
2.1 Boltzmann Transport 
In [1], the Lorentz gas, or the fixed scattering center model, was considered in order 
to fo llow  the distribution o f particles through a rigid, randomly configured scattering 
lattice as shown in Figure 1 (Duderstadt and Martin, 1979, [14]).
Based on conservation o f particles in the partiele position-momentum space, a one- 
speed Boltzmann transport theory was given by (Duderstadt and Martin, 1979, [15])
dt
= -cÇï V I( j,Ù .,t)  + cû)gK{r) J p{Ù. Ù .')l(r,Ç Ï,t)dÙ ,'
(1)
dt
which is a sim plified version o f the Boltzmann equation o f kinetic theory and in 
consonance w ith the model o f a Lorentz gas where:
• V denotes gradient, and J integration over the entire sphere;
I  is the particle intensity;
10
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K  is the particle inverse mean free path; 
A  is the mean free path ( A  = K~^ ) ; 
c is the particle speed;
O o o O o .U o
0(0 o O 0 o 





Figure 1: Illustration o f the Lorentz model fo r  particle transport. A gas o f no particle- 
particle interactions randomly walk as they make collisions elastically with a rigid  
scattering lattice. Positions and momentum o f particles are denoted by r  and p 
respectively.
• (Og is the single scattering albedo, which defines the probability that a collision
w ill result in a scattering event (rather than an absorption event);
• p is the phase function which determines the probability that a particle w ill
scatter into direction Ù , given an arbitrary direction o f Cï ;
11
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• Q = vsin^cos(Z>+5)sin0sin^ + zcos^;
• 6,<l> are the usual polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, on the unit sphere;
• Q is the source intensity.
From (1), it  was inferred that the local time rate o f change o f partiele intensity at any 
location f , viewing in any direction £l at any time t , is the gradient transport or 
“ advection ”  term, plus the scattering o f particles into ÇI, minus the extension o f particles 
out o f ÙI, plus changes in the source intensity Q .
It was emphasized that (1) is relevant only i f  we have uncorrelated and localized 
collision events; that is, only i f  the scattering is incoherent and can be applied directly to 
the problem o f lightning radiative transfer considering a distribution o f lightning 
produced by photons that randomly walk through a rig id collection o f thunder droplets. In 
their ease, they chose a sim plified thundercloud model consisting o f identical spherical 
water droplets w ith radius approximately 10//m and number density lOOcm”  ̂(Thomason 
and Krider, 1982 [16]).
In reference [1], the problem o f lightning radiative transfer was viewed in the context 
o f nuclear reactor physics. Noting that (1) has no known analytic solution, room for some 
necessary simplifications were made. In order to conform to common practice in nuclear 
reactor analyses, the diffusion approximation was used.
2.2 D iffusion Approximations
In the diffusion approximation, they began by firs t expanding the intensity 
distribution, the source distribution, and the phase function in spherical harmonics:
12
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1=0 M=-l
Q<r.Ù.I) = 'Z  Ê eü,(r.')y»(Â) (2)
L=0 M = —L
1
p ( û , Â ') = ^ 2  2
where L  is the angular momentum quantum number, M  is the z-axis projection o f L and 
the spherical harmonics, are defined by Arfken [17].
Substituting the expansions in (2) into (1) and applying orthogonality, they obtained 
the spherical harmonic form o f the transfer equation as
dt dt
(3)
where = 1 - - ^  and \ ^ ( f , t )  = |
21 + 1 Att _L'=OM=L'
d a .
which has both real and imaginary parts and can be reduced to various spatial gradients
o f the functions.
It was noted that the in fin ite  set o f coupled partial differential equations in (3) had no 
known analytic solution. The set was truncated at 1 = 1, and by further specifying 
that 7^^ = 0 for 1 > 2 , they obtained the Fj equations (W illiams, 1971, [18]) :




where the diffusion variables p  (density) and J  (flux density) are defined by
13
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p { r , t ) =  j / ( r , â ,  t)dO. =  V ^ /o o ,
J { r , t ) =  j/(r ,â ,O c Ô d Q  = c —
4;r » 3
A.-i - A i 
'(A .-i + A i)
V27,
(5)
and where the sources, p^ and Jq , have sim ilar expressions, but w ith the source 
replacing 7 ( r , ̂ ,  r ) . Also g , the asymmetry factor, is given by
g = -1 (6)
where the values g = -1, g = 0 and g = 1 correspond to all the incident radiation being 
scattered by the particle into the backward direction, cases o f isotropic and complete 
forward scattering, respectively.
When (3) was truncated a tL  = 1, the resulting set o f equations s till involved the 
moments I^m ( r ,t) , M  = -2 ,-1 ,0 ,1 ,2 , and it  was by further imposition o f the condition 
7 ^  = 0 (L  > 2) that produced (4).
The final form o f the intensity distribution is summarized as:
7 (r,Q ,t) « 7o(,Foo +7j_j(-1 )‘ Fjj +Ao^o + A i^ i
J _
4;r
3 -  -
P + - J Ç I
c
(7)
After ignoring higher order moments in  the lightning source distribution, and the firs t 
and fourth terms in the second equation o f (4), the standard diffusion equations obtained
were
14
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^  = - \ ] - [ \ - 0 ) , ] K ( f ) c p  + ̂
at at
where D (r)  = ---------?---------- 1 is known as the diffusion coefficient, which can undulate
3A:(r)[l-gfflJ
with altitude. D (r)  is related to the speed o f the diffusing Lorentz gas and depends on the 
three fundamental properties o f the cloud medium (i.e., K ( r ) ,  g , and ).
2.3 Boundary conditions 
In order to solve (8 ) fo r the diffusion variables p  and J , in itia l and boundary 
conditions were stipulated. This amounts to defining the distribution /? (r,0 ) in units o f 
watts per square meter and also relating the time r = 0  to an instant in  time prior to the 
occurrence o f any lightning event, i f  desired.
Figure 2 shows an arbitrary cloud geometry o f volume V and bounding surface S . It 
was assumed that any photon leaving V through S does not re-enter V , and in 
addition, was appropriate to speeify that there can be no backseatter o f photons from the 
vacuum back into V , that is,
/(^,Â,r) = 0 , (HÂ)<0 , (9)
where is a point on the cloud surface S as shown in Figure 2 and n is a unit normal.
Because o f the truneated intensity distribution given in (7), this eondition was not 
satisfied exactly. Therefore (9) was replaced w ith a less restrictive or “ leaky”  integral 
boundary condition (Duderstadt and Martin, 1979 [19]) that prevents most photons from
15
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scattering back into V , which requires that
n = (n -Ù )< 0 , (10)
sometimes referred to as a lowest-order Marshak boundary condition commonly used in 
nuclear reactor theory (W illiams, 1971, [18]).
pQ (Lightning /
Figure 2: The solution space v fo r  the intensity solution I (r^,Ù,t). The convex 
extrapolation surface 5'̂  ̂ bounds V, and has unit normal h. The surface s defines the 
true cloud surface and an isotropic lightning source function, /?g(^,t) is shown. The 
origin o f the coordinate system, 0,and a position on s are also indicated.
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that, because o f the truncation in (7), was approximately equivalent to (10). Based on this 
gradient ( 1 1 ), a linear extrapolation beyond the cloud-vacuum boundary gave




in order that the diffusion variable p  was assumed to be zero at the extrapolation distance 
, i.e., /? (n ^ ,t) = 0 , resulting in
2D(r) 2 A (i;)
1 -(0 .84) (0.99996)
= 4.2A(r), (13)
Moreover, it  was observed that the values o f p  and J  were not inevitably zero at the 
cloud boundary, and J  was not necessarily zero at the extrapolation distance .
2.4 S turm -Liouville solution 
Here, the lightning radiative transfer problem was summarized in terms o f a standard 




/)(F ,t)  = 0 , 
/)(F ,0 ) = 0 , (14)
where e = -V .[ D (f)V ] + \i-cOg\K{r)c  is the linear self-adjoint operator, and 5'̂  ̂is the 
extrapolation surface; that is, the surface a distance just outside the cloud surface 
S as shown in Figure 2.
17
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Because the self-adjoint operators have complete orthogonal eigenfunctions (/, ( r ) , a 
solution to (14) was written as the expansion
= r s V .  (15)
(=1
where eigenfunctions and corresponding eigenvalues were attained from the auxiliary 
homogeneous Sturm -Liouville problem:
l l y r , ( f )  = eyr,(r) ? e V ; ; = 1 ,2 ,3 ,..„
r , { f )  = 0 (16)
In nuclear reactor analyses, the eigenfunctions (/.(F) are well known and have been
ascertained for a variety o f reactor geometries (e.g., cylindrical, spherical, and block) 
(Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976, [21]).
Upon operating on (14) w ith (F )( )dV and on (16) w ith |yo(F ,t)( )dV  and
V V
adding the two results, a simple ordinary differential equation was obtained as
= i = l,2 ,3 ,...,
dt dt
with in itia l condition
« (0 )s  j!<',(r)/)(r,0)dV, (17)
y
where /). [ t )  = [ r ) p [ r , t ) d V  is the eigen-transformed diffusion variable.
V
Since (17) is a non-homogeneous ordinary differential equation, standard techniques 
were used to solve it; taking into consideration that, from orthogonality.
18
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a A t ) =  f — , they obtained the solution
dt'
A 'k  (18)
Equation (18) was noted to be quite general, because it  allows one to specify an 
arbitrary isotropic, transient lightning source Pg (F ,t) inside an arbitrary convex cloud
volume. Also, it  was stated that the lightning source function / 7g (F ,t) can have distinct or
continuous dependence on the variables o f space and time, and i f  the time derivative and 
various integral projections implied by (18) can be done analytically (which is possible 
for a wide range o f source functions), and (16) can be solved for the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions o f the cloud geometry in question (which is possible for spherical, block, 
or cylindrical geometries), one can use (7), and the definition for J in  (8 ), to reconstruct 
an analytic form for the intensity distribution anywhere in the volume bounded
by
In [1], one or more transient point sources embedded w ithin a homogeneous (D  = 
constant) rectangular parallelepiped cloud geometry w ith Cartesian dimensions
( was considered. The point sources were allowed to turn on and o ff
simultaneously and/or in arbitrary succession.
Letting t = 0 correspond to a time prior to any lightning event and letting the 
weighting factor Wj represent the photon strength at location 7j and time t j , the source 
derivative was written as
19
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where N  is the total number o f point sources comprising the lightning source.
A fter solving (16) fo r the parallelepiped cloud geometry, the eigenfunctions and 







where the i subscript in  (16) has been replaced by the trip let {l,m,n), w ith each ranging
between 1 and in fin ity. Performing the operations on (18), and using (7) and (8 ), the 
intensity distribution inside V obtained was
/(F ,0 , t ) - —
y  1=1 m=l n=l J = i
(21)
Equation (21) represents the general analytical form  o f the solution o f the problem o f 
lightning radiative transfer subject to the diffusion approximation.
20
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CHAPTER 3
HOMOGENEOUS SPHERICAL CLOUD 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a variety o f lightning sources and cloud geometries are 
possible when using the solution given in (18). In this thesis, we consider a spherical 
cloud geometry. The firs t effort w ill be to generate the analogue o f equation (21); 
secondly, to determine the eigenfunctions Yimn and thirdly, to evaluate the solution.
3.1 Analogue o f equation (21)
Beginning w ith equation (17), that is, p. (O) = { r ) p [ r ,Q )d V , we can write
y
P Q M )= \¥ i { r )P Q { rd )d V  or (F ) /? g ( r ,r> y  .
y V




using a property o f the Dirac delta function that, when r  - f .
21
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I f  the i subscript is replaced by the trip le t(/,m ,n ) as in [1], each index ranging 
between 1 and in fin ity , we obtain
dt' 7=1
Then equation (18) becomes
=  vvv C 2
/=! m =l n=.
/)w ( 0 )+ dt'dt'
\ W lm n  { j ) d V  ;=1 m =l n = l
+
i w L { r ) d v E Z E y / ~ ( ' ' )/= ! m =l M=1 dt'
From equation (11), the flux density is 
7 (? ,() = - D ( r ) V p ( ? , t )
1
] ¥ L ( f ) d V /= I m =l n=l
\¥ L { - r ) d V l - \  m =l n=l ht’
Next,
- J i i  =
c jw L ( r ) d V C  i= \  fn = \ n = \
22
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\V lm n  C /=! n=l dt' dt'.
From equation (7), the intensity o f the radiation
7(F,f2,0 = / qoI oo + ■’"Aolio + - 4;r




(for more details, see Appendix A. 1).
When we are inside V, applying the in itia l condition, /? (r,0 ) = 0, f e V ,  yields
Pi (O) = J(/, { r ) p { r ,0 )d V  = 0 . Also, using a standard property o f the Dirac delta
V
function (Arfken, 2005 [22]), i.e., ^e~ ’̂""^'~'''ôi^t-tj)dt'=e we obtain the
0
intensity o f radiation inside V as
1 1
l —\ m=l n=\
.7=1
(22)
From (16), 2^y/Ar) = £Wi (F) ; moreover, s incef = -V .[ D(F)V] + [ l - (% ]Æ(F)c, we 
have X̂ yr  ̂(F) = { -V .[ D(F)V] + [ l - ] 7T(F)cJ (/. (F ), which we rearrange to produce
23
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0 = {X f  + D { r ) V ^ - [ \ - C û A K { r ) c ] y / A r )
X f - [ \ - 0 ) A K { 7 ) c \
D(F)
The last expression is in the form o f a reduced wave equation. That is, 
[v ^ + x ^ ]( / ,(F )= 0 , where H f= ——
D {r)
(23)
3.2 Determination o f the spherical eigenfunctions 
To accomplish this goal, we expand Laplace’s operator in spherical coordinates 
per Arfken [23]. This amounts to solving Helmholtz’s equation (F) = 0
by separation o f variables. Details are provided here for the sake o f completeness. Any 
trained mathematical reader can go straight to equation (25).





s in^  a^





and \ i/^{r)=R{r)@ {O)<^{0).
Therefore,

















r" s in^ a^
. ^ a (R 0 0 ) 1 1 'a " (R 0 0 ) '
J r"sin"^ I J+ /r"7?0<I>













+ at"/?0 4 > .
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r  — +
I  dr )
1 1 
-X
0  r  sin Û dd





0  r  sin 6
+ X-".






















• nd®  s in ^ -----
(7^
+ /r"r" sin" ^  -
^ d ^
y ( f( f y
Letting — — 
0
^ d ^
y # " y
m ", we have + m"4> = 0  and this yields us the solution for 
d^
0  as 0 (^ ) = , where is a constant.








+ sin" d = trf
then dividing through by sin" d yields
L d _
R dr












R dr y (fry
m
sin d ®sind dd








, where - l { l  + \) , I an integer,
we have l A
R dr y (fry
+ -  yg" = 0  ;
that is, —̂ - f ( f  + l)]R  = 0
dr
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or (24)
Z ( Kv\ Z (
Letting R [ K r ) -  ^ — - or R{ç>) = —7= ^  where ç>=Kr,
V w
(Arfken, 2005, [24]), equation (24) becomes [see Appendix B .l for details]




Z  = 0 or
(7"Z (7Z
■ + r —  +
dr dr V 2 y
z=o.
which is a Bessel equation where Z  is a Bessel function o f order
2 /
and / is an
integer. Thus, the solution for R is given as
R {Kr) = R{(p) = 4 {(p) + {(p) ,
where 4 ; and are constants, and 4  and are spherical Bessel and Neumann 
functions, respectively, o f order n . But [(p) has a logarithmic singularity at zero, i.e., 
it  is not bounded at zero. This implies = 0, and hence, /? (act) = R[q)) = \ J „ i  ( ç ) .
From
m 1
sin 0 QsinO dO










+ A = o .
M ultip lying through by 0  gives
1 d







0  =  0 .
Now,
1 d







0  = 0 is an associate Legendre equation
(Arfken, 2005 [25]). Hence, the solution for 0  is o f the form
26
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®{e) = p f  cosd.
Since r  = [ç),d,^) in  spherical coordinates,
ip .{r) = R { r )@ {d )^ { ^ )  = R {(p )@ {d)^{^ )
= ‘̂ o s e ja j - * ]
= ( f ) [ r  c o s» » ""]. (25)
From the spherical harmonic functions
(Arfken, 2005, [26]), we can say that Y f [d,y))°^ (P™ cos de"'^ ) which gives the solution
But since V" + ir" is a linear operator, that is,
i { a y / ) ^ a { l \ f / )  and l {y / ,+ y /A  = A ¥ i )  +
we may write the general solution for the eigenfunction as
l , m , n - i  /,m,n=l
where = and
For L < \ , - L < M  < L ,  we have
(?)= i . A i ’W  ( ft «*)+ j . ,  (9p ,~ ' (ftf*)+ y“ ( ft f*)+j:' ( f t  «>)] ■ 
Letting l  „ {(p) = I  , ( ç ) =  j , ( ç ) ,
r U f )  = 7. ( f t  4 +  L," ( f t  $*)+ L," ( f t  «»)+ L,' ( f t  4
27
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=  JniP)
1 1 I Q -2
I / « , I / I  / •I—  + . — sinPe + . — COSÛ-.— sm 
V4;r \ 8 jt V4;r V8;r
= Jn (W i — + . f ^ c o s P  + .f^ s in P (g  V 4 ^ V 4;r \  8;r  ̂ "
= Â (W
1 3 3
—; + . I—  cos P + . I—  sin 0 (—27 sin
Æ  v4 ;r \8zr  ̂ ’
=  Jn { ( P )
l  + V3cos<9 [3~
 p =  2 iJ —  smPsm^
Æ  V8;r
We can now obtain the squared norm o f the eigenfunction as 
K , ( ? ) « ( V = J | / , _ ( r ) K . ( 7 V L ,
V y
where y/]^ (F) is the conjugate o f the eigenfunction. Thus,
\ v L ( r ) d V  =
( l + VScosP) o
----------------- - - 4 x — sin" Psin" (
4zr 8zr
dV
—  [ yL^(f) [ 1  + 2 ^ 3  cos P+3cos" ^ -6 s in "  Psin" ^  
47T ^
(fy
I n  n  a
= —  I  J|7^"(^)[^l + 2\/3cosP+3cos"P-6sin"Psin"(Z)Jçj"sinPJ^J^i7<Z>
0 0 0
1 ^
~ 1 j[s in P  + 2Vs sin PcosP + 3sinPcos" P -6 s in " Psin" yP^dOdy)
I n  n
4jt i
I n  n I n  n
-\<P̂ j l { ç ) d ç  Vs ^dcp^^inlOdO
0 0 0 0
2n n I n  n
+3 j<7^ jsinPcos" 0 d d -6  js in " yydç^sivf 0d9
0 0 0 0
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(2 ;r)(2 ) + > /3{2 ;r)(0) + 3{2 ;r) -  -6 ( ;r ) (0 )
^ V ; n ( ^ ) # [ 4 ^  + 4^]4ni
= 2 {ç )d ç  = — — JI , where V is the volume o f the spherical
2 m  
geometry.
Then from (22), the intensity o f radiation inside V is
1 -III
.7=1
6 L /(»+(?>)<;«> .7=1
Using the boundary conditions (/, ( r  ) = 0 , where Fe and 7 = 1, 2, 3,...,
we have
which also implies that ¥imn{^)= À  ( <9,(̂ ) = 0.
(27)
(28)
3.3 Evaluation o f the eigenvalue 
For a particular point source at location r , we can find the «; value. Considering 
the case where we have a point source on the surface o f the spherical cloud w ith radius 
“ a ” , i.e., |r| = a , then from (27), (Ar„a)= 0. Thus,
A f„a=Z„, or K ~  — ̂ n a
29
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where are the roots o f the order spherical Bessel function, . Then from equation 
(23), ^  can be obtained as follows:
= % ;^ (r) + [ i- t% ]W ) c .
3.4 Partial summary 
We can summarize these results as:
A uxiliary equations:
[ v '+ r " ] y , ( r ) = 0 .
y ,(? )= o .
r e V , 7 = 1, 2, 3,...,
Solutions:
i+ V s c o s ^  r r . .
 i = ------- 2 iJ — smPsm<
y/4zr V 8zr
where XA  = K^D(r) + \ l - 0}A K {r)c  and ac; = — “ a ”  is the radius o f the
a
spherical cloud and are the roots o f the n * order spherical Bessel function, .
I f  we consider a particular situation for a spherical Bessel function w ith order zero,
then {<P)d<P= ]ç>Al {<P)dç= j /  ^ ^ ^ d ç
0 0 0 ^
(X J_  ̂ 1
= Jsin" ^Jç>=—|[l-cos2^]J^= — 1 .(p -—sm 2q>
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a J
Therefore, {(p)dç= - a - —sin 2a 
2
This leads to the corresponding eigenfunctions and eigenvalues as
sinçj
<P
l + VScosP [ Y
 P =--------2 iJ— smPsin<Z)
V 4 ^ ■ V 8;r
where Aq, = — and are the roots o f the zero order spherical Bessel function. 
a
X
Also, we can compute the values o f ç  using the relation y>=Kf^r = —-  r . Moreover, the
a
intensity o f radiation inside V w ill be
1







, ^ I I I• p' /=! m=l n=l
V
a —  sin 2a 
2
¥ , „ { f ) à-Vl p, ^{ r ) I v , . ( 7 ) c
.7=1
and
y>cosy?-smy> 1 + Vs cos P [ T '  .
 j =  2 i . — smPsm<^
fA n  V8;r
(see Appendix C .l).
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CHAPTER 4
NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM THE SPHERICAL MODEL
4.1 Results
Codes provided by W illiam  J. Koshak, Dieudonné D. Phanord and Richard J. 
Solakiewicz using rectangular geometry is adapted to the spherical geometry and used to 
produce the numerical results for this work. The purpose o f the code was to use the 
analytical solution described by equation (29) to generate a spherical cloud o f radius 30 
km.
Lightning activities were represented by 61 point sources. We consider a channel o f 
propagation o f constant x and y w ith variations along the z-axis. Six graphs are presented 
corresponding to changes in the polar angle 6 and mean free path A while keeping the 
azimuthal angle ^ at zero.
The above mentioned six graphs are pairwise superimposed. In addition, they display 
the propagation o f the intensity o f radiation due to lightning in  the spherical cloud. The 
numerical values needed for these graphs o f intensity against time are detailed in 
Appendix D .l. Figure 3 shows the intensity o f radiation w ith respect to time w ith both 6 
and (p kept at zero. In this plot, both x and y are kept constant at 5km while z varies from
6km to 9km. In addition, the curve w ith the smaller mean free path (A  = 16) has a slower
32
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rise time than the curve w ith the larger mean free path (A  = 32). Moreover, the curve
with the larger mean free path has a greater rise time and a larger peak value.
Obs. point (5km, 5km, 10km) Radius =30km
0.07
0.06
Theta =0 Psi=0 MFP=16 






0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Time (micro seconds) 
Figure 3
Figure 4 shows a graph o f the intensity o f radiation w ith respect to time w ith 0 -  45° 
and ^  = 0°. In this plot, both x and y are kept constant at 5km while z varies from 6km to 
9km. In addition, the curve w ith the smaller mean free path (A  = 16) has a slower
33
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rise time than the curve w ith the larger mean free path (A  = 32). Moreover, the curve
w ith the larger mean free path has a greater rise time and a larger peak value.
Obs. point (5km, 5km, 10km) Radius =30km
0.05
0.045
 Theta =45 Psi =0 MFP =16
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Time (micro seconds)
Figure 4
Comparing Figures 3 and 4, we observe that the behavior o f the propagation o f the 
intensity o f radiation is sim ilar w ith only one major distinction in the peak values. Both 
curves in Figure 3 display a larger peak value than their counterparts in Figure 4.
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Figure 5 shows the graph o f the intensity o f radiation w ith respect to time w ith 9 = Q° 
and ^ = 0°. In this plot, both x and y are kept constant at 10km while z varies from  12km 
to 15km. Sim ilar to Figures 3 and 4, the curve w ith the smaller mean free path (A  = 16) 
has a slower rise time than the curve w ith the larger mean free path (A  = 32). Moreover, 
the curve w ith the larger mean free path has a greater rise time and a larger peak value.
Obs. point (5km, 5km, 10km) Radius =30km
7.00E-03
6.00E-03
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Comparing Figure 5 to Figures 3 and 4, we observe that the curves in  Figure 5 
displayed lower peak values than their counterparts in Figures 3 and 4.
4.2 Analyses
Intracloud lightning was studied and these graphs provide variations o f intensity for 
intraeloud lightning. Why? Because the curves have significant widths, moderate peak 
values, and slow rise time, which d iffer considerably from the physical characteristics o f 
cloud to ground lightning.
In addition, one may ask why the selection o f two mean paths in our computations. 
Recall the definition o f the mean free path A = K ~̂ , where K  is the product o f the droplet 
number density and twice the geometric droplet cross-sectional area. By this definition, it  
is expected that a curve w ith a larger mean free path should have a higher peak value than 
the curve w ith a smaller mean free path. Also, when the mean free path is small, there is 
high probability that K  may be large. Thus, a larger K  implies a denser cloud, which in 
turn implies that there is a higher probability fo r photon collisions and larger multiple 
scattering effects. W ith a larger mean free path (K  smaller), the cloud is less dense or 
more dilute; therefore we expect the peak value to be higher. The graphs in Figures 3,4, 
and 5 display the right physics o f the problem at hand. Moreover, the graphs show that 
the level o f radiation increases near the center o f the spherical cloud when the channel o f 
propagation is located at ^  = 0° and ^ = 0°.
4.2.1 Effect o f volume density on the propagation o f the intensity o f radiation
Here, we considered three different graphs. In Figure 6, the graph was obtained using 
a mean free path o f A = 32m, ^  = 0° and ^ -0 °  w ith the radius o f the spherical cloud
36
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being kept at 17.3 km. In Figures 7 and 8, the same values o f A , ^  and ^  as in Figure 6 
were used but w ith spherical cloud radii o f 20 km and o f 30 km, respectively.
It is observed from the graphs that, the intensity decreases as the radius o f the 
spherical cloud decreases, because by keeping the volume density constant, a decrement 
in the radius o f the sphere w ill reduce the volume o f the cloud. As the volume o f the 
cloud shrinks, it  becomes more opaque. Therefore, the probability o f collision o f photons 
increases. Thus, more multiple scattering effects are present which w ill lead to a 
reduction in intensity.
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4.2.2 Influence o f dimension on cloud top characteristics 
In Figures 6, 7, and 8, one can observe the effect o f the spherical cloud dimension on 
the propagation o f the intensity o f radiation. The spherical cloud w ith larger dimension 
turns out to have greater rise time, pulse width, and peak amplitude. This is due mainly to 
the dilute nature o f the eloud w ith larger dimension, in which case the probability o f 
collision o f photons decreases, leading to an increase in intensity, greater rise time and 



















17.3 21688.4 100 32 0.00810 0.192 0.231
20.0 33510.3 100 32 0.00825 0.296 0.236
30.0 113097.3 100 32 0.035 1.000 1.000
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
5.1 Conclusion
To compare our results w ith those obtained in reference [1], four plots were made, 
w ith eaeh depicting graphs for both the spherical and cubic geometry. In Figure 9, the 
azimuthal angle is ^  = 0° and the mean free path is A  = 16 m, while the radius o f the 
sphere is kept at r  = 1 7 . 3 .  The cube measurements are a - b - c - \ Q k m . \ n  Figure 
10, the azimuthal angle is and the mean free path is A  = 16 m but the polar angle
is ^  = 45°. The same dimensions for the eube and the sphere as for Figure 9 were 
respeeted. In Figure 11, the azimuthal angle is = 0° w ith mean free path is A  = 32 m, 
while in  Figure 12, the azimuthal angle is ^  = 0° and the mean free path is A  = 32 m, but
the polar angle is ^  = 45°. Here again, the same dimensions for the cube and the sphere 
as for Figure 9 were respected.
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Cube a = b = c = \Q 0 0 32 100 1000 4.9E-14
Sphere Radius = 17.3 0 0 32 100 21688.4 0.063
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Cube a= b = c = \Q 45 0 32 100 1000 3.28E-I2
Sphere Radius = 17.3 45 0 32 100 21688.4 0.047
The four plots in Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12, as well as Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5, display a 
larger peak value o f intensity o f radiation for the spherical model. The complete 
dominance o f spherical model over the cubic model may be attributed to : (i) the 
symmetry o f sphere, (ii) the low density used in  the problem, and ( iii)  the volume 
disparity involved in the two models. Recall that fo r a sphere o f radius 30km, its volume 
is 113 times greater than that o f the cube w ith dimensions a = b - c  = \Qkm.
5.2 Future work 
The general problem is given by equation (16) o f reference [1]:
where e = -V . [ D (r)V ] + [ l -  ( r ) c .
When considering future work, we w ill be looking in three directions:
(a) Consideration of the spatial dependence of D{7)
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This feature w ill force the diffusion coefficient to become non-constant. Such 
problems are extremely complicated and to the author’s best knowledge no formal 
analytical solution has been made available in the literature. As an attempt to remedy this 
situation, i f  time permits, we w ill require that D (r) be analytic on the entire domain o f 
solution. Henceforth, we w ill replace D ir )  by (i): a linear function and (ii): a power o f f . 
We w ill proceed w ith the solution o f the problem for each case independently. Numerical 
simulations, as done in chapter 4, w ill provide the prudent estimate o f the general 
solution.
(b) Scattering theory features of the problem
The scattering theory features o f the problem begin w ith equation (23) o f Chapter 3:
[v " + r " ] î^ ^ ,( r )= 0 , where %-^=——
D ir )
This is the reduced wave equation or Helmholtz equation. As such, it  represents the 
resulting form o f the differential equation governing the scattering problem by plane 
wave incidence (Twersky, 1962 [27], [28], [29]). The total outside solution y/. ( r )  o f the
problem is known given by equation (25) o f Chapter 3. The unknown is the incident 
wave. In Twersky’s scattering theory, the total outside solution is the sum o f the incident 
wave and the scattered wave (see picture below).
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y / ^ ^ + u ,  (30)
where 0  is the incident wave and u the scattered wave. Using the general reciprocity 
theorem, i.e .,{(/,, ( /J  = 0 , relations linking yr andw have been established at the
boundary S o f the scatterer. So from (30),
^  = y r -u .  (31)
Since yf and u are known at the boundary o f the scatterer, equation (31) permits us to 
deduce the incident wave <ï>. This corresponds to solving an inverse scattering problem. 
Solutions o f different inverse scattering problems are o f great interest in  many 
applications.
(c) Generalization
Using 0  obtained in part (b), one can take advantage o f the total scattering work 
done by Twersky to recast this transport phenomenon problem into a scattering problem. 
A t this juncture, statistics w ill be used to study m ultiple scattering effects on the 
propagation o f the intensity o f radiation in any realistic cloud from light due to lightning. 
In such cases, the cloud w ill be viewed as an ensemble o f configurations o f 
inhomogeneous constituents (spherical and non-spherical water droplets, needle shape 
objects, ice crystals, etc.).
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APPENDIX
A .l SIMPLIFICATION OF THE INTENSITY OF RADIATIO N 
From equation (7), the intensity o f the radiation is
H r ,Ù ,t) = + / j 1 (-1 )‘ Fjj + /jqFjo +
Ak











Ë Ê Ê y k » ,( r )
1=1 m = ] n = \
(^ 1 ' d t’ >
d t'
/= 1  m = l  n = \
/ = ]  m  =  l n = l
IV
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+ 1 1
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1 1
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APPENDIX
B .l OBTAINING THE BESSEL EQUATION
From + + - / ( /  + 1) ]r  = 0 ,
dr"
(24)




2 r - i ^ A z r - i
d r 2
and
d^R _  1 - i d^Z 1 -3 dZ
dr dr
I z r - ^ . + L r - ^
4 2 dr
dr dr 4
Equation (24) then becomes
" _L(f"Z -1 dZ 3 „  - i ' 2r '  -1 dZ 1 _ i'r  " — - - - r   ̂— H— Z r ^ + — r   ̂— — Z r ^
dr dr 4 dr 2
■ ;(/+ !) ] 1 i =  0 ,
M ultiplying through the above equation by and expanding leads to
+ [k ^ r " - / ( /  + l ) ] z0 =
"zd f^Z (fZ 3 _ " . dZ „r " — - - r —  + - Z + 2 r-------Z
dr dr 4 dr
= r
(!Z
•" 2 + r  h
dr dr
dZ 
, + r —  +  
dr dr
Z  = r  — ^   -----
\2
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APPENDIX
C. 1 à  ( r  ) IN  SPHERICAL COORDINATES
Using the facts Wimn{r) -
sinç? l  + V3cos<9 [ Y  
 P =  2 iJ — sin ̂  Sind
Æ  v8;r
Ô = %sin^cos(Zi+ ysin^cos^-i- zcos^
and using, the gradient operator V =
3 1 3  1 3
dç} q>d<j) ç û r t^ d O




l  + V3cos<9 [ Y






-2 L  /—  sin ̂  cos d 
8Æ
/ 3 sin^
= - 2 lJ  sin y  cos d
] l8 n  (p̂
and
1 1
çs inp  dû çtsinp
sinç?
(p
-V3sin^ [ Y  .





l  + V3cos^ [ Y
 7 = --------2 iJ — sin^s ind
v 4 ^  V 8;r
Y
9 -
/ 3 sin^ .
2 iJ  ^^sin^cosd





-V3sin6> I Y ~  .
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sin^cos(zi sin ̂  sin ̂ COSÛ X
ê - COŜCOS(Z> cos ̂  sin ̂ -s in ^ y
-s in(^ cos^ 0 z
^  = X sin ̂  cos + y sin ̂  sin (Z) + 1 cos 0 , 
^  = icos^cos^+ ycos^s in (Z i-zs in^, 
= -X  sin ̂  + y cos ̂ .
Ù = ç.
Hence, Â  V y r^ (r )  =
^ c o s ^ -s in ^ l  + VScos<9 [ Y  . ^
 7 = --------2 iJ — sm^smd
yJAn \  8^
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APPENDIX
D .l NUMERICAL VALUES FOR THE GRAPHS
Sphere: = y = 5km,radius = 30km,0 = 45 ,p = 0 ,A = 16m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/lO'^
0 8.90 42.3 11.5 11.2 11.0 6.00 5.79 1.39 2.76 1.68
Sphere: {̂ x = y = 5km,radius = 30km,0 = 45 ,p=0 ,A = 32m̂
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/lO'^
0 30.8 47.0 4.40 2.74 1.47 0.148 0.954 2.73 3.41 6.26
Sphere: ^x = y = 5km, radius = 30km, 0 = 0 ,p = 0 , \  = 16m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/lO'^
0 10.9 51.9 14.1 9.01 8.90 8.50 7.11 1.71 0.339 0.002
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Sphere: {̂ x = y = 5km,radius = 30km,9 = 0°,p = 0°,A = 32m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/lO'^
0 37.8 63.0 58.0 33.6 1.80 0.194 1.17 3.35 4.19 8.12
Sphere: = y = lOkm, radius = 3Okm,0 = O = 0°,A =:16m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/lO^
0 1.31 3.50 3.30 2.80 1.72 1.05 0.242 0.190 0.00 0.00
Sphere: (x = y = \Okm, radius = 3Okm,0 = O = 0°,A =:32m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/lO'^
0 3.80 6.26 5.20 4.50 2.50 0.974 0.869 0.746 0.457 0.210
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Sphere: (radius = 11.3km,0 = 0 ,(p = 0 ,A = 32m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity 
/ I  O'®
0 400 710 869 187 1.59 1.43 1.29 1.17 1.06 0.955
Sphere: (radius = 20.0km,0 = 0 ,0 = 0 ,A = 32m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/lO^
0 1.8 9.2 12.3 9.5 7.5 5.1 3.5 3.3 3.1 3.1
Sphere : ( radius = 30.0km, 0 = 0 ,0 = 0 ,A = 32m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/lO^
0 7.83 2.82 35.0 24.9 21.1 19.9 18.7 17.7 16.6 15.7
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Cube dimension: a = b = c = \Okm (d=O\0=O°,A = \6mP)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 600 900 1000
Intensity
0 1.16 2.54 1.44 0.560 0.400 0.390 0.140 0.120 0.060 0.030
Cube dimension: a = b = c = lOkm (^  = 45°,(Z)=0°,A = 16m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/ lO '^
0 3.28 1.19 0.590 0.310 0.17 0.082 0.030 0.020 0.010 0.008
Cube dimension: a = b = c = lOkm ^0=0°,0=0°,A = 32m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
0 2.48 4.9 3.5 2.2 1.5 0.58 0.32 0.28 0.16 0.14
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Cube dimension: a = b = c = \Okm (^ = 45°,<z> = 0°,A = 32m)
Time
(ps)
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Intensity
/ lO'^
0 3.28 1.19 0.590 0.310 0.170 0.082 0.030 0.020 0.010 0.008
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